X-ray reciprocal space mapping around the symmetrical (004) Bragg reflection and a kinematical x-ray diffraction model were employed in order to determine the geometry and the structural perfection of surface corrugations or quantum wires. This method was used for the analysis of (001) Cd, -XZnXTe surface corrugations fabricated by holographic lithography and subsequently reactive ion etched with typical periods of 500 nm. Comparison of the measurement and simulation provides conclusive information on etching depth, wire period, wire width, and the inclination of the side walls. Furthermore, the analysis yields a parameter that contains information on side wall roughness, shape fluctuations and, in principle, the crystallographic damage caused by the reactive ion etching process. Due to the high resolution of triple axis diffractometry small strain gradients are observable in the damaged region. 8
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I. INTRODUCTION
The investigation of the structural properties of quantum wells, multiple quantum wells (MQWS), and superlattices (SLs), i.e., of systems with a modulation of composition along the growth direction, by high resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) is, nowadays, a standard method and has established itself as a routinely used post-growth analysis technique.rw3 Recently it has been shown that double crystal x-ray diffraction (DCD) can also be used successfully for studies of laterally structured materials like corrugated surfaces,4-6 periodic arrays of quantum wires,7*8 and quantum boxes. ' In the fabrication of such structures usually holographic lithography or e-beam lithography with subsequent reactive ion etching is used. These fabrication methods produce not only the desired laterally periodic structures but also induce damaged layers on the surface and sidewalls of the corrugations that are very influential on the electronic and optical properties of these low dimensional quantum systems.
The structural parameters of interest are the geometrical shape of the corrugation, the corrugation width, the period, the lattice strain, and the thicknesses of the surface and sidewall damaged layers. In the first reports of HRXRD on (001) surface corrugated structures double crystal x-ray diffraction was used, i.e., o scans for symmetric [e.g., (004)] and asymmetric (224) or (113) reflections were recorded. For the latter, in order to increase the sensitivity of the corrugations, glanzing exit conditions were used."
The disadvantage of this method is the fact that in DCD the finite width of the slit (e.g., 0.1 mm) in front of the detector determines the shape of the reciprocal space probe and thus the region over which the intensity is integrated is elongated along the Ewald sphere. With the use of slits asymmetric reflections like (113) or (224) are better suited than symmetric ones, although they have a smaller structure factor than, for example, the (004) reflection. The reason for this preference is the fact that for (113) and (224) reflections the elongation of the reciprocal space probe is almost parallel to the qr direction in which the wire satellite maxima are elongated. The growth direction is assumed to be parallel to the z direction in the following. The use of triple axis diffractometry (TAD), i.e., the use of analyzer crystals in between the sample and the detector significantly increases the instrument resolution" and thus appreciably reduces the extent of the reciprocal space probe. 'Iwo dimensional measurements of the contours of scattered intensity around reciprocal lattice points (RELPs) are possible and have been widely used in the last two years for the analysis of' multilayer samples. " For the structural analysis of semiconductor surface corrugations and periodic quantum wires of several III-V compounds, the technique of reciprocal space mapping has recently been applied by three groups (Gailhanou et al.,ll van der Sluis et aZ.,4 and Holy et aZ.12).
In this article we describe the experimental method in detail in Sec. II. The analysis of the reciprocal space maps from such corrugated systems, based on a kinematical diffraction model is presented in Sec. III. The experimental results, i.e., the reciprocal space maps around (004) reflections from corrugated Cd,-,Zn,Te surfaces are described in Sec. IV In Sec. V it is shown that apart from information on the geometrical shape, on the periodicity, and on the average strain of the corrugations, as well as the roughness of the walls, the crystallographic damage and minute strain gradients within the corrugations can be deduced from such measurements and their analysis.
Among other methods such as scanning (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy13 (TEM), measurements of the conductance as a function of decreasing wire width,r4," Raman scattering,16 and ballistic electron emission microscopyr7 (BEEM), investigations of the normalized photoluminescence versus wire width," x-ray diffraction is indeed quite suitable for the characterization of the damage done by ion bombardment and of the structural quality of periodic corrugations.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP ,
A. Holographic lithography and reactive ion etching Periodic surface corrugations of Cdo~g,Zno~04Te substrates were prepared by holographic lithography with an Ar-reciprocal space FIG. 1. Rough sketch of the experimental setup: T, M, S, A, and D denote the Cu Kcu, x-ray tube, the four-crystal-Ge (220) monochromator, the sample, the two-crystal-Ge (220) analyzer, and the detector, respectively. Angular divergence of the beam: 12 arcsec; wavelength dispersion: ilXm~2. 3X10-5. ion laser (wavelength h=457.8 nmj. The period was nominally 500 nm. Afterwards the substrate was etched by a reactive ion etching (RIE) process. As a reactive gas a mixture of methane and hydrogen was used with a ratio CHa:H2=1:6. The molecules were ionized by a 13.56 MHz radio frequency (rfj radiation, in a parallel-plate reactor (Oxford 80 plus) with the following settings: a power of 180 W, and an acceleration voltage of 5.50 V. With a pressure of 25 mTorr at a flow rate of 5 seem for Cl& and 30 seem for Hz the etching rate was 30 run min, the total etching depth was about 300 nm. After RIE the photoresist stripes were removed by exposing the samples to an oxygen plasma for 10 min with 72 Wand 240 V bias. The orientation of the grating lines was [llO] . The reaction products in the RIE process used are partly similar to those gases that are used in metalorganic chemical vapor deposition {MOCVD) for crystal growth of CdZnTe.
B. X-ray measurements and analysis
A Philips MRD diffractometer with a four-crystal Ge (220) monochromator and a channel cut two crystal Ge 220 analyzer (see Fig. 1 ) was used. Cu Kal radiation was used which leaves the Bartels type four crystal monochromator" with a spectral width Am=2.3X 10m5 and an angular spread of 12 arcsec. The angular resolution of the channel cut analyzer is 12 arcsec, too, which is necessary for the investigation of fine structures in a reciprocal space. Further details about the instrumentation can be found elsewhere." Triple axis diffractometry benefits a lot from the use of an analyzer crystal instead of slits because of the considerably smaller reciprocal space probe and, thus, the much higher instrumental resolution. On the other hand, in TAD an artifact appears, the so-called analyzer streak for RELPs with high intensity. Its intensity is typically less than 3 counts per second (cps), which is comparable in magnitude to higher order wire satellites. For corrugated surfaces of substrates the corresponding diffraction pattern and the strong substrate RELP with its analyzer streak overlap. However, the perturbation of the measurement due to this instrument artifact is not crucial since the position of the analyzer streak is well-defined (i.e., along the Ewald sphere, intersecting the growth direction with Bragg angle 0,).
All possible TAD artifacts are summarized in Fig. 2 (lhs), where, in addition to the analyzer streak, the so-called monochromator streak and the dynamical streak are indicated for a symmetrical diffraction. Due to the large number of reflections (for the Bartels monochromator: four) the latter streak "M" is suppressed in our case. The origin of the dynamical streak is the finite penetration depth of the x rays mainly caused by extinction. Whenever substrate and wire RELPs are separated by about 0.15", i.e., due to a different composition or due to strain, the analyzer streak does not influence the observed pattern in the reciprocal space map at all. The analyzer streak can be completely suppressed by the use of a further analyzer crystal,' however, at the expense of a reduction in intensity.
III. THEORY
In kinematical diffraction theory the x-ray amplitude Et") is given by
where, g is a vector in reciprocal space and p(r) is the electron density. In -our case p(r) is the product of player and a so-called block shape (or etching) function B(r). This functi& is illustrated in Fig. 3(a) . B(r) is set at zero between the wires (where no matter is situated) and equal to one for coordinates corresponding to positions x within the wires. Using the convolution theorem one obtains
Furthermore, one has to account for the finite wavelength dispersion" and the angular divergence (in the dif- which x rays are scattered coherently, to approximately 3 pm in the diffraction plane and to about 220 A in the perpendicular direction. The finite coherence lengths broaden the diffraction pattern of the corrugated surfaces. These coherence lengths of 3 ,um and 220 & respectively, follow from optical coherence theory"r and are rigorously valid only for a homogeneously radiating and circular source. The intensity profile of the x-ray beam is strongly inhomogeneous and far from being circular. Consequently these numbers are rather orders of magnitude, but have been confirmed experimentally by measurements on nearly perfect (111) the etching depth h, (ii) the distance between two wires (the period length) p, (iii) the bottom width 1,) (iv) the inclinations (a#) of the side walls, (iv) the amount of elastic relaxation at the top of the wire and/or the amount of a strain gradient in the sidewalls, and (v) the damage parameter; these are defined in Fig. 3 (c).
The first four parameters are accessible to scanning electron microscopy, which is routinely used for the determination of the outer geometrical shape of such corrugations. However, by employing x-ray diffraction, information on the depth and profile of the damaged regions resulting from the fabrication process is also obtained. The "damage" parameter mentioned accounts for shape fluctuations, wall roughness, and crystalline damage (see Fig. 4 ). However, so far the last effect has been completely overshadowed by the first two. In addition to the growth direction (z) defined above, we define the y direction along the wires, and the x direction perpendicular to both the y and z directions. Within the damaged region the etching function B(x,z) does not change abruptly from zero to one but increases continuously within the shaded region (as shown in Fig. 4) , the width of which is denoted by the damage parameter along the x direction. This treatment is analogous to the calculation of the diffracted intensity from a superlattice with a transient region (i.e., intermixing) across the interfaces between the constituent materials A and B. Our model also includes the effect of strain gradients in the sidewalls or elastic relaxation at the top. The change of lattice parameters across the interface below the surface is accounted for and is shown schematically in Fig.  5 . The lattice parameter change ha is a function of the x and z coordinates.
The influence of these various parameters in describing the block shape function of the wires on their diffraction patterns in the reciprocal space is shown by the simulations in Figs. 6(a)-6(f) and using Eq. (2). In Fig. 6 (a) the contour plot in the reciprocal space of a wire with a rectangular cross section (X-Z plane) is shown. The distance between two wire fringes in the qX direction is proportional to the inverse of the period length p. The maximum corrugation period is limited to p < 1 pm for structures of high crystalline quality because, Darhuber et al. otherwise, the wire satellites overlap in the qX direction. Both the half-width of the central maxima and the distance of the fringes accompanying them in the qL direction is proportional to the inverse of the etching depth h. If the height decreases by a factor of 2 [ Fig. 6(b) ], this half-width and the distance of the finite thickness fringes increase by a factor of 2. Simultaneously, the intensity is reduced by a factor of 4. When the period is decreased, the lateral maxima originating from the lateral wire periodicity shift towards both the left and the right of the central maximum and the whole pattern becomes more extended pig. 6(c)]. If the wires have inclined walls, i.e., triangular or trapezoidal cross sections, the diffraction pattern becomes a cross3 with axes along the directions that are perpendicular to the side walls [ Fig. 6(d) ]. In this case the higher order satellites tend to vanish into a single omega scan (i.e., along the qx direction for a symmetric diffraction) through the symmetrical (004) intensity maximum, which would not necessarily be the case for a general oblique Bragg reflection. Because wire or corrugation cross sections are often not strictly rectangular, this simulation demonstrates the necessity to use reciprocal space mapping to get the full information on their geometrical shape.
When the cross section of the wires has a trapezoidal shape [ Fig. 6(e) ], the pattern is a mixture of Figs. 6(b) and 6(d). For small inclinations of the wire walls the half-widths of the lower order satellites in qr direction cannot be easily interpreted because both the etching depth as well as the inclination of the side walls affect them. However, the spacing of the thickness fringes in the qr direction is not affected at all by any inclination.
Any damage described by the corresponding damage parameter affects the envelope of the intensity contours [ Fig.  6(f) ]. The most pronounced effect is the remarkable decrease in intensity of the higher order satellites. For a rectangular shape of the wire cross section, this decrease occurs only along the qx direction whereas, for inclined side walls, the envelope function changes in both the q, and qz directions due to wire imperfections.
IV. RESULTS
In the following we compare reciprocal space maps around the (004) reflections of three lithographically defined Table I . (e) In contrast to the simulation (d) the ridges at the top of the structure were taken into account. (f) Simulation for sample B with parameters listed in Table I . (g) In contrast to the simulation in (f) smooth corners were assumed. (h) Simulation for sample C with parameters listed in Table I . (i) Simulation of sample C without a strain gradient in the damaged region. The characteristic features in the measurement are not reproduced. Isointensity contours at 1.2, 2, 4, 7, 15, 25, 50, 100, and 500 cps. and reactively ion etched Cd,-,Zn,Te (001) substrates (x In these simulations a trapezoidal shape of the wire cross =0.04) with the results of simulations according to Eq. (2) section has been assumed and the notation introduced in Fig.  (samples A, B, and C) . The experimental reciprocal space 3 is used. The number of wire satellites observed in the (004) maps using Cu KU, radiation are shown in Figs. 7(a)-7(c) .
reciprocal space maps extends from W+ to W+4 for sample The parameters resulting from the simulations, which are A, from W-.5 to W+5 for sample B, and from W-s to W+s for shown in 'Figs. 7(d) , 7(f), and 7(h) are summarized in Table I. sample C. In principle, the number of observed satellites reflects the structural perfection of the periodic corrugations in the sense that the shape fluctuations are highest in sample A. The corrugation cross sections are of a trapezoidal shape for all three samples. The cross shaped pattern of the isointensity contours is directly observable in the (004) map for sample B. This cross pattern makes it possible to determine rather precise values for the angles of inclination of the side walls. For sample A, the higher satellites have too small an intensity, and for sample C the experimental pattern is influenced by strained layer effects that will be discussed later. Furthermore, the finite height of the corrugations above the unstructured substrates causes the appearance of finite thickness fringes along the qZ direction that overlap with the cross shaped pattern due to the trapezoidal shape. These finite thickness fringes are best resolved for the higher order satellites in sample C. Furthermore, from inspection of the experimental patterns in Figs. 7(a)-7(c) it follows that the trapezoidal cross section in sample A is symmetric, whereas for sample B the two inclination angles a and p are somewhat different. For sample C mere inspection does not reveal any difference between a and ,& The damage parameter d varies for the three specimens from 10 to 60 nm and is highest for sample A and lowest for sample B. On the other hand, the di&action pattern originating from sample B exhibits fewer satellites than that of sample C. Consequently, there exists no simple correlation between the number of satellites that can be observed and the width of the damaged zone if a strain gradient is present. ,-. .
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The simulations shown in Figs. 7(d) and 7(f) agree reasonably well with the observed isointensity contours for samples A and B. However, it turned out that the diffraction pattern is extremely sensitive to strain effects in the corrugations. In the corrugated substrates, the processing, which causes a damaged layer, is the origin of the strain. The lines connecting the intensity maxima of the wire satellites can be curved in a positive as well as in a negative qr direction, depending on the sign of the strain. For sample C, the lines connecting the higher order maxima pi (i=-8 to +S) are not parallel to the qX direction anymore, i.e., the high order satellites are either shifted downwards along the qz direction with respect to the lower order ones. This behavior follows from the comparison of the two simulations for sample C in Figs. 7(h) and 7(i). In the latter one, it is assumed that the lattice constant in the damaged cladding layer is the same as in the core of the corrugations which does not correspond to the experimental data [see Fig. 7(c) ]. On the contrary, in the simulations leading to Fig. 7(h) it was assumed that there is a distinct difference Aa, in the lattice constant in growth direction within the outer damaged cladding layer of the corrugations. The downward shift of the higher order wire satellite maxima is connected with an increase in the lattice constant along growth direction a, in the outer damaged cladding layers. The reason for this shift is the fact that the higher order Fourier coefficients (represented by the higher order satellite maxima) are much more affected by those parts of the corrugation that are close to the outer edges than those of the lower order ones. The latter are mainly affected by the central portion of the corrugations. Because of this, the higher order satellite maxima deviate more from the qr positions corresponding to an undistorted specimen than the lower order satellite maxima. From the simulations, it follows that one can assume that in sample C a strain as small as Aa/a=1.4x10-4 causes better agreement between the observed and calculated displacements of the outer satellites in the two dimensional diffraction pattern [compare Figs. 7(h) and 7(i)]. A possible explanation for the origin of the lattice strain in the damaged layer is perhaps the incorporation of hydrogen, carbon, or oxygen during the reactive etching process. Indeed, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis= on II-VI compound semiconductors etched by a CH4-Ha mixture revealed a high carbon contamination on the surface. Auger electron spectroscopy depth profile measurements24 on CdS and ZnS etched with a CH4-H.+r mixture showed a penetration depth of oxygen and carbon of approximately 20 A.
Figures 8(a). and 8(b) represent cross sections of the reciprocal space map shown in Fig. 7(a) (sample A) , along the qr direction through the wire peak W-r [ Fig. 8(a) ] and along the qr direction [ Fig. 8(b) ]. The experimental trace in Fig.   8(a) shows that, in addition to the W-r wire peak, the FWHM of which reflects the height of the corrugation along L direction, two additional peaks. The peak designated by "A" corresponds to the analyzer streak as explained in Fig.   2 . Inclined under the same angle to the qz direction as the analyzer streak but on the other side (in the place of a monochromator streak, see Fig. 2 ), we obtained pronounced maxima, which can be understood as a consequence of the influence of the grating on the transmitted beam impinging on the substrate,'r which does not appear in our simulation. In Fig. 8(b) the wire satellites W-s, etc., to W+s are observed and agree very well with the simulation, to which a Lorentzian was added to account for the substrate peak. In the simulation, the envelope of the intensity along qx has been adjusted by a proper choice of the damage parameter.
In the following we present scanning electron micrographs for sample A for a comparison with the structural parameters listed in Table I . Not only severe fluctuations of the geometrical shape are clearly visible in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), but also clear indications for sidewall roughness are present in the example given. However, the topmost ridges of the corrugations seen in Figs, 9(a) and 9(b) are not easily accessible to the x-ray diffraction analysis presented since these parts of the corrugations are both extremely thin [only 40-50 nm whereas the bottom width lb is 240-260 nm, see Figs. 9(a) and 9(b)] and, in addition, very likely the most damaged regions of the lateral structure. In a simulation that takes these small ridges into account [see Fig. 7(e) ] the difference in the scattered intensity distribution with respect to that shown in Fig. 7(d) is negligible. Probably one would observe more pronounced differences, if higher order satellites were present. Apart from that detail, scanning electron micrographs usually are in reasonable agreement with the data obtained from the x-ray analysis. In Fig. 9(c) a SEM micrograph of sample B is shown. The sidewall roughness is much smaller than that of sample A, in agreement with the results of the simulation. The block shape function was altered according to the data from the SEM micrograph, in the sense that for the simulation shown in Fig. 7(g) , smoothed corners [as in Fig. 3(b) ] have been used instead of a trapezoidal cross section [ Fig. 7(f) ]. The differences between the two simulations are small; the satellites IV, became broader in the qz direction and additional thickness fringes arise in Fig.   7 (g) in comparison to Fig. 7(f) . The comparison between these two pairs of simulations also exemplifies the limits of this characterization method at present.
As mentioned, the x-ray method is limited to corrugations smaller than 1 pm in period. For the investigation of quantum wires, this period does not pose a severe limitation. Quite to the contrary; narrow surface gratings are used, e.g., to enhance the luminescence intensity. Recent investigations by Gourgon et aLE on the influence of the period width of CdTe/CdZnTe wires clearly show a strong nonlinear enhancement of photoluminescence intensity if the period is decreased below 800 nm. In addition, the emission became strongly polarized along the wires for both excitation polarizations, both parallel and perpendicular to the wires. In their . In addition remarkable roughness of the wire sidewalls is observed, which contributes to the relatively large damage parameter found by the x-ray analysis. The sidewall roughness is much smaller for sample B, which can be clearly seen in (c). The slight asymmetry of the corrugation cross section is hardly visible on this part of the sample, but the average dimensions of the wire cross sections are in reasonable agreement with the results of the analysis method presented. experiments the wire width was held constant at 80 nm.
V. CONCLUSIONS
High resolution x-ray diffraction using a triple axis instrument provides reciprocal space maps for Bragg diffractions originating from corrugated surfaces. These reciprocal space maps provide a lot of structural information not only on the geometry but also on the structural perfection of corDarhuber et al.
nrgated semiconductor surfaces and quantum wires. Apart from the geometrical shape, the analysis of the isointensity contours of the scattered radiation yields information about the sidewall roughness, shape fluctuations, crystalline damage, and the strain status of the corrugations or wires.
The main advantages of triple axis diffractometry in this respect are the following: (i) It is nondestructive (in contrast to imaging techniques like TEM or SEM, where the samples have to be cleaved and/or thinned); and (ii) it averages over a quite large illuminated area, usually several mm?. Furthermore this x-ray diffraction method is only sensitive to the crystalline part of corrugations or wires. In the latter case this determines the actual size of quantum wells in the lateral direction. There are two main limitations of this characterization method: ii) The distance between two wires must not exceed 1 ,um if the crystalline quality of the etched layers is excellent; otherwise the wire satellite maxima tend to overlap completely in the qX direction and cannot be resolved anymore.
(ii) The second limitation is due to the quite large lateral size of the structured area of at least 3 mm' that is necessary for collecting sufficient scattered intensity. The processing of such large areas requires a lot of time if it is done by electron beam lithography.
As far as the analysis of strain is concerned, symmetric reflections, as presented in this work, yield only information on the strain tensor component E,, . For the analysis of the entire strain tensor (including in-plane strain effects), asymmetric reflections [e.g., (115) reflection for (001) oriented CdZnTe] have to be investigated. Also for a complete analysis of strain gradients the symmetric reflection should be complemented by an asymmetric one.
In summary, the analysis of reciprocal space maps around reciprocal lattice points resulting from Bragg diffraction of corrugated semiconductor surfaces and quantum wires yields quantitative information not only on parameters characterizing the geometrical shape but also on the presence of a damage layer and further, even on subtle lattice strain effects. The method is, of course, applicable to any corrugated crystalline semiconductor system or quantum wire.
Note added in prooFAfter submission of this manuscript we became aware of a work on GaAs corrugated surfaces studied by x-ray difEraction.36
